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REHATRON alpha is a new extra gentle and fast-working method, which makes complete re-

generation possible after hard-to-treat injuries have occurred. It also shortens the time of rehabili-

tation considerably thereby getting the horse back in competition sooner.

The method 
The new innovative technology N.I.I.T. (non invasive 

induction therapy) has been applied successfully in 

top-level sports for years (Red Bull Salzburg – soccer, 

Hermann Maier – skiing, etc.) and makes it possible to 

shorten the rehabilitation time up to 60%. This extreme-

ly fast and more importantly lasting treatment is direct-

ly related to the effects N.I.I.T. has on a cellular level and 

especially on the activation of various regeneration pro-

cesses directly in the cells.

N.I.I.T. is a particulary gentle treatment and there is  

no risk to the animal, since the treatment takes place in 

very short therapy intervals (approx. 10-20 min. for each 

therapy unit). It will allow a reduction of drug exposure 

and thereby enables a drug- free alternative to tradi-

tional therapies.  

N.I.I.T.
N.I.I.T. is also used for diagnostic purposes by ways of determining the exact location of pain 

and to treat the problem area directly. N.I.I.T. is a therapy system that generates energy levels 

of up to 120 million watts in a short time, which are transferred into the animal’s body by way of 

treatment straps.  This enables an up to 20 cm deep penetration of bio-energetic processes and 

regeneration. 

2. Due to the extreme energy 
peaks the cell membrane 
can be overcome and the 
sick cell (30-80 mV) can be 
regenerated to its normal 
energy level (80-100 mV) 
corresponding of a healthy 
cell. 

3. Cells below a membrane 
potential of 30 mV are 
being exposed of and  
are no longer a threat.

1. The pulse sent by  
REHATRON alpha 
(up to 120 million watts) 
penetrates as much as  
20 cm into the tissue ...
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REHATRON alpha is a non invasive induction therapy device and is already being used success-

fully in veterinarian medicine. Through continuous studies of possible treatment applications, the 

following successful applications have been achieved to date:

•	degenerative suspensory 
ligament desmitis

•	arthrosis and  
arthritis

•	back strains 
 
 
 

•	tendon- and 
ligament injuries 

•	shoulder injuries

•	healing of wounds  
and scars 
 
 

•	for better regeneration after 
heavy strain e.g. racing

•	for rehabilitation after  
surgical procedure

•	improvement of immune 
defense after infections

Comparision to shockwave therapy  
No sound pressure waves but rather a highly energetic pulse field

Painless treatment – no sedation necessary

No side effects such as effusions or swelling
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More effective in debth effect compared to magnetic field therapy
N.I.I.T. works with impulses in the sphere of nano seconds, covering a frequency range comparable to 

a lightning storm. Compared to traditional magnetic field therapy (which works with much weaker cur-

rents and furthermore not with individual frequencies) REHATRON alpha is capable of strengthening 

the regenerative properties of cells through energy in form of electric currents and therefore supports 

the self- healing power.    



The REHATRON alpha therapy is especially useful for cases of chronic and untreatable  
diseases, but also is a viable, substance free alternative to treat acute cases. Scanning with 
REHATRON alpha offers a Specialist a groundbreaking, new diagnostic method for veterinary 
elusive syndroms.    

Dr.med. vet. Matthias Keller

              
Before:

After:

1. Sonographic result 
of the suspensory 
ligament before 
starting therapy with 
REHATRON 
alpha. You can see 
clearly the hole in the 
suspensory ligament.

2. After one week of  
treatment (two times 
daily, 10 min.) with 
REHATRON 
alpha the hole in the 
suspensory ligament is 
already closed. 

Case series: Loss of substance (hole) in the suspensory ligament of the hind leg. 

Case study on the use of “Non invasive induction therapy” with REHATRON alpha
After a few treatment sessions of both, acute and chronic tendon disorders, a drastic sonographic improve-

ment as well as lameness reduction was apparent.     
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Christian Ahlmann – World Cup Winner 2011
I was also introduced to this new kind of therapy and I am extremely impressed with 
the successful treatment of my sport horses. REHATRON alpha is now part of our dai-
ly routine with my top class horses, to guarantee a lasting treatment success and that  
upcoming problems/injuries can be immediately identified and treated. 

Sissi Max-Theurer – Olympic Gold Medal Winner in Dressage Riding
Since we got to know REHATRON alpha, it has become a very reliable and useful tool 
to treat our horses before and after a tournament. We would not want to miss it.

Ludger Beerbaum – Olympic Gold Medal Winner in Show Jumping
The most important thing in equestrian sport is the health of the horses. 
REHATRON alpha identifies and recognizes possible health problems before they 
become a health hazard and hence enables treatment before they break out and can 
cause even more severe health problems. I especially rely on this form of drug free the-
rapy when it comes to acute injuries, as it significantly reduces the rehabilitation time.

Dermott Lennon – World Champion 2002 in Show Jumping
Thanks to a fortunate coincidence at a show, I became aware of this new form of  
therapy. My top horse “Lance” had a suspensory ligament thickening of both front legs 
and had been treated unsuccessful for over a year by conventional medicine. Thanks to 
the therapy with REHATRON alpha  “Lance” was finally treated with success and we 
could start immediately with the build up training. 

Marion Jauss – Owner of Equestrian stable Neritz
I have been introduced to REHATRON alpha through Christian Ahlmann, who is 
my horse trainer and who is World Cup winner of Show Jumping 2011. After testing 
this new form of therapy on my horses, I am absolutely convinced of its success: The 
results become immediately apparent even after severe tendon injuries. In addition the 
therapy significantly speeds up the regeneration of the tendon structure after extreme 
performances.

Our References
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Qualified  for the European Championship    1. Humlikon (SUI) Big Tour, CSI3*
3. Bratislava (SVK) Nationcup, CSIO3*      1. Linz (AUT) Finale Silver Tour, CSIO4*
1. La Coruna (ESP) Telefonica Grand Prix, CSI4*    1. Linz (AUT) Gold Tour, CSI2*
1. Wiener Neustadt (AUT) Gold Tour, CSI2*    1. Linz (AUT) Silver Tour, CSI2*
(Results til: 01.10.2011)

Case study: World best show jumping horse before end of career

“He is a personality, almost like a human being”.  With “he” we mean the 

best show jumper in the world (2006) “The Sixth Sense”, or affectionately 

known as “Sense”. Thomas Frühmann, the man behind this “term of endear-

ment” has for decades been well known and successful in international 

show jumping; together with “The Sixth Sense” he was the overall winner of 

the Riders Tour 2006. The meteoric rise of the powerful jumping Westphalia 

gelding has been un-stoppable since 2004 until 2010 when he suffered a  

suspensory ligament injury which usually means inevitable retirement for 

any sport horse. It was clear to Thomas Frühmann that rehabilitation would 

not only require a well controlled exercise program, but also a great deal of 

patience.  “We want to give him all the time he needs until he is fit again“. 

Yet, time does not always heal all wounds. The injury acquired by this ex-

ceptional horse proved to be extremely hard to overcome.

Thomas Frühmann trusts “The Sixth Sense” - and REHATRON alpha.  
A breakthrough finally came in spring 2011: Karin Reichl a former professional show jumper and co-owner of 

the company Healthfactories, drew Thomas Frühmann’s attention towards rehabilitation possibilities by means 

of a relatively unknown non-invasive induction therapy. The highly sensitive nature of the world class horse (“at 

home he is like a three year old”) was extremly responsive to this pain-free and non invasive method of treat-

ment.  Karin Reichl and her team treated “Sense” twice a week over a period of three months. The regeneration 

process of the tendon was monitored regularly by ultrasound under veterinary supervision.

 
The rehabilitation sensation – back on track
In April 2011 Thomas Frühmann began training with “The Sixth Sense”. On 8 May 2011 the extraordinary come-

back - his first show after nearly a year break:  sensational victory in the CSI2* Spring Tournament’s Gold Tour in 

Linz-Ebelsberg. Thomas Frühmann was overjoyed: “Sense is more than a horse! The character, the quality, the 

skills! But most important is that he is fit again”.  Despite the sporting excellence “The Sixth Sense” is regularly 

treated between tournaments with REHATRON alpha in order for him to maintain his superb condition for as 

long as possible.  
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Most important victories since the successful therapy with REHATRON alpha


